Theorem 0. 1 is a special case of Theorem 0. 2, but we prove Theorem 0.2 by using Theorem 0. 1. Theorem 0.2 was proved by Omori [6] for the case that E and E' are smooth fibre bundles.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we define smooth vector fields on smooth orbifolds and on fibrations over smooth orbifolds. § 2 is devoted to preliminaries. In § 3 and § 4 we determine the maximal ideals of 36 (B) , 3£ (E',p) and some subalgebras of 3£ (E',p). In § 5 we prove that Theorem O e 2 (2) implies (3) . In § 6 and § 7 we determine the maximal ideals of S)(J3) and 2) (£;/?), and prove Theorem 0 0 1 and Theorem 0. 2.
The author would like to thank the referee for reading the paper in detail and giving him valuable suggestions. § 1. Definitions
In this section we shall define smooth vector fields on smooth orbifolds and fibrations over smooth orbifolds. Definition 1. 1 (See Satake [7] and Thurston [10] Remark. We can choose the finite group F { such that the action FiXUi-^-Ui is effective, and then there is a unique injective group homomorphism f^iF^Tf such that <f> {j is equivariant with respect to f i3 .
Two coverings give rise to the same orbifold structure if they can be combined consistently to give a larger cover still satisfying the conditions.
Let F be a smooth manifold,, A paracompact Hausdorff space E with a continuous map p:E->M is called a smooth fibrations over a smooth orbifold M with generic fibre F if the following conditions are satisfied,, denote the algebra of all smooth functions on M. As in [1] ? § 1 for any b^M we can define a tangent space r 6 (M). We define a smooth vector field on M to be a real linear derivation on C°°(M) 0 Let S)(M) be the Lie algebra of all smooth vector fields on M with compact support. A smooth vector field X on M is called strata preserving if X preserves the ideals in C°°(Af) of smooth functions which vanish on the strata of U i = U i /r i for any C/ t -(cf. [10] , §2) 0 Let 3£ (Af ) denote the Lie algebra of strata preserving vector fields on M with compact support Let p:E-+M be a smooth fibration over a smooth orbifold M with generic fibre F. Then £ has a natural smooth orbifold structure 8 Let X^%(E). X is said to be fibration preserving if (dp} ei (X e^ Proof. By Lemma 2. 1, the map It* is monomorphic. Let (E;p). By Lemma 2. 1, there exists a vector field Fe3£ r (£) such that * + (Y)= X. We shall prove that Y is fibration preserving. Let e l9 e 2 <=E such that ^(^) =/(£ 2 ) =b<=U. Let b=x(b) and e i ='K(e i } for i = l,2. Then (dn)~b( (dp) ,.(¥,}) = (dp) e .(X e .) for i = l,2. Since Z is fibration preserving, (die) i ( (dp) ^ (Y^ ) = (dn) i ( (dp) , 2 ([7) is isomorphic, and (dp) gl (Y^ = (dp)g 2 Let SJJ be a maximal ideal containing ® e (E',p). Assume that there exists a vector field ZeSK with X e 3=Q. There exists X<=% r (Eu\p) such that TT^(^) = JT on a neighborhood F of e. Since b^B Q , (dp) § Choose a point e<=UxF with 1t(g)=e. 
. jl:£(E',p)-*J}(E',p)
is an onto Lie algebra homomorphism. Let A* be the set of all maximal ideals Srt of 2l & such that aK2)[Sr 6 ? %] and ^(SK) =3E(fi) 6 . Let ^1*= {3K;3Ke^&* for some 6e5} 0 We give the Stone topology on A*. Combining Lemmas 3, 4, 4 e 1 and 4, 2 we have the following. 
Proof. It is enough to show that t(CL(S)) =d(t(S))
for any subset 5 of A* 9 where CL and cl are closure operators of A* and £1 respectively. As in the proof of Proposition 3. 9, we see that
t(CL(S)) is contained in cl(t(S)).
Note
that, for Xe£(E;p) and e^t^ X^(e) M if ((adYJ... (adY k )X) g = 0 for any Yi^% F (E;p) and any integer &^0. Then we see that r\^SJl= r\ ^s(e) PM = r\ %$(e) PM . Thuscl(t(S)) is contained meS ee^(s) eecZ(«(s)) in t(CL(S)). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4. § 5 e Theorem O a 2 (2) Implies (3)
Let B and B' be connected smooth orbifolds without boundary. Let p:E-*B(resp. / :£'-»£') be a fibration over £(resp. B') with generic fibre F(resp. jF x ), a connected closed manifold. Suppose that
there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism 0:£(E',p) -*£(£' ;p').
Lemma
®(% F (E;p)) =£ F ,(E'ip').
Proof. From Proposition 3. 9, there exists a homeomorphism 0 : 
Proposition 5. 2 8 If there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism @:%(E°, p)->£(E';p'), then there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism ®:£(B)-*£(B') and a dijffeomorphism a:B->B

&i-^E'i is extended to a homeomorphism -^E' such that p'°0 = d°p.
Let At={meAf;m<tm for any SKeE*} for be5i and Af = {m =A} for b£EB 0 . Let A*= {2K;3We4»* for some Let CL and cZ be the closure operators of A* and E, respectively. To prove Proposition 5. 3, we need the following. 
Lemma 5.4. t(CL(S)) = d(t(S)) for any subset S of A*.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3. 9, we see that t (CL (S) ) is contained in cl(t(S)). Let e^d(t(S)). By the similar argument to Proposition 4.4, we see that r\M is contained in %(e) p(e ) for e^cl(t(S)) H-fii. Thus cl(t(S)) PlE is contained in tCCL^)
'(a(t(W))=d(p(t(W)})
for any SKe^*. By the same argument as the proof of [1] Proof, If ^=1, by using Taylor expansion, it is easy to prove that g is a smooth function. We consider the case that s^2. Put hi = i)ig. Then we see that hi^2 = h 2^i . Put G -hif] 2 Then we can check that the action satisfies (1) and (2). This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 1. fm^O . This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 7 8 Let $)(V/r',p)(x) = {Y 3e iYE=S)(V/r;p)} for 
(t(D*))) = cl(t'(0(DfW =t'(CL(Q(DW =t'(0(CL(DW =t'(Q(D*)). Since
Proposition 6. 3. ( 1 ) ® 0? (R w ) ) = C°° (5? (R n ) )-£>(>? (R n ) ) .(2)
